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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

TREASURER’S REPORT

Alvin Cole

Paul Jacobs

president@foxvalleyaero.com

treasurer@foxvalleyaero.com
As I write this it is May 1 st and I have
not had a flight in this year.
Fortunately that will not happen next
year as I have given my 1 years notice
that April 15th 2016 will be my
retirement day. As I watch the
cameras each day the field is getting
more active.
Our membership chairman Tony
Bahowick is doing a great job of
getting responses from members that
have not paid and we are down to less
than 20 out of 185 so the treasury is staying in great shape and on
budget.

The field is in great shape thanks to the hard work of club
members and Mark's direction. We had lots of fun while getting
our field in shape. I couldn't be prouder to be a part of this club.
Our first event was also very successful. We proudly showed off
some of our models in Batavia's loyalty parade. Thanks to those
who helped and participated in this. The event gave our club a
great opportunity to advertise our upcoming events. Between
the float and the electrics jets that we taxied we wowed the
crowd. Thanks again.

I’m getting the DC-3 ready for the Classics event in June and in the first
picture, it is hanging from my scale on wires as advised by Bob Boen as
best way to balance a model. The all up weight is 27 pounds but the twin

See you at the field.

The viewpoints in this newsletter are solely those of the individual authors.
They may not necessarily represent those of the Editor, Officers, Board or
Membership of the Fox Valley Aero Club.
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OS 95v’s should have no trouble pulling that with 13x7 three bladed
props. The CG is 122 mm back from the leading edge and it took 2
pounds of lead shot taped to the nose to get it balanced with the gear
retracted. Surprisingly, there was not much change with the gear
extended (picture 2).

The third picture shows
the fuselage hanging
vertically so that I could
pour the shot into the
nose and Jeremy from
HobbyTown donated
the resin which I
poured over the lead.

It took 4 ounces to cover and after it hardened makes for great ballast
shown in picture 4. Since then I have installed the windshields and that
only leaves 16 more side windows to finish. I hope to ask Armin to do a
safety check, preflight and maiden in May so stay tuned.
Our work day was well attended and a lot of items were cleaned up and
our field looks to be in great shape for the season. Some of Mark’s items
had to be deferred due to the weather forecast but they will be
completed shortly. Our new mowing service has started and it looks like
a great choice for just a touch more dollars.
Till next month,
Paul
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SAFETY CHAIRMAN’S MONTHLY TOPIC
Tom Siwek
safety@foxvalleyaero.com

A look at our Field Work Day

Off to a Good Start
Happy May to all. I have little to say
this month as I'm current neck deep in
household projects. I'm diligently
working to get all my "chores" done
so I can get out and play. Can't have
fun flying with household projects
hanging over my head.
We're off to a good start this season. Everyone looks to be working
together, communicating well on the flight line and generally
following the field rules. Let's build off of this momentum and keep
things going in a positive direction.

Dale Gathman photo

Till next month, fly safe.
Tom
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
Dale Gathman
secretary@foxvalleyaero.com

Fox Valley Aero Club
Member Meeting Minutes
April 9, 2015
@ St. Charles Township Hall
Photos by your Editor

President Alvin Cole called the meeting to order at 7:35 pm and
welcomed everyone.

Alvin Cole

Secretary Dale Gathman asked
for any additions or corrections
to the March 12, 2015 Member
Meeting Minutes. None were
voiced so the minutes were
approved as presented.

Treasurer Paul Jacobs reported that the checkbook
Dale Gathman
is in good shape. Paul said that he
collected a bunch of dues tonight.
The annual field rent has been paid to the City of St.
Charles. Field upkeep bills are coming in, and the lawn
mowing cost should be about the same as last year.
Safety Chairman Tom Siwek
asked for a show of hands of
Paul Jacobs
those who have submitted
comments to the FAA’s NPRM
(Notice of Proposed Rulemaking) pertaining to
UAS aircraft. Tom gave a free T-shirt to all those
who raised their hands. Tom explained that it is
Tom Siwek
important for all of us to comment on the NPRM,
as while the FAA did a pretty good job with the new rules for UAV
aircraft (drones, multi-rotor copters), there is still some ambiguity in the
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language which needs to be addressed. The AMA made it very easy to
comment on the NPRM through the AMA website. The AMA has on their
site a pre-made response letter to the FAA where we can add our
additional comments and customize the master to our liking. This premade response addresses the ambiguous items that are in the NPRM.
Tom then stated that the FAA has been trolling the YouTube site for
videos showing illegal use of UAVs. They have been knocking on doors
and sending letters based on what they see on the videos. Because of
this, Tom recommended that as individuals and as a club, we be mindful
of the kind of content that we post online. It appears that the FAA has
the ability to take action on any model flight that is unsafe or reckless.
Tom said that while crashes don’t necessarily display unsafe behavior,
they are also not something that we want to celebrate by posting them
online. We need to put forth our success stories; the successful maiden
flights that we have, our event activities, etc.
Tom said that his latest article in the Flypaper reminds everyone to give
all of their models one last checkup before bringing them out to the field
for the first flights of the flying season.
President Alvin Cole next announced that the board
has discussed and come up with a new pet leashing
requirement at the field in order to keep everyone
safe - pets, people and planes. This means that all
pets at the field will now be required to be leashed
and kept behind the pit area fences. The official
wording will be distributed to the membership in the
next few days as an addition to the FVAC Field Rules.

Alvin Cole

Field Chairman Mark Knoppkie passed around a
sheet which had assignments for
those who had already signed up
for the upcoming field workday
on April 18. Mark asked those
who had not signed up yet to
sign up tonight. Mark also
expressed thanks to Dave
Brustle for building three new
Dave Brustle
start-up
tables
which
are
now
at
Mark Knoppkie
the field and already in use. The crowd thanked
Dave with a round of applause. Mark stated that this weekend, April 12,
5

Dan
Compton

a few of the guys headed by Greg Bohler are planning
on installing the electrical outlets along the fence line.
Then on Saturday April 18, the main goal on field
workday will be to paint everything that needs
painting. Dan Compton recommended that we be
careful to prevent paint from blowing onto adjacent
items and areas in the event that the wind is blowing
strong. The start time for the workday will be 9:00 am.

Membership Chairman Tony Bahowick asked if anyone was here for
the first time tonight, and no one responded. He
announced that so far we have around 156
members paid up. Tony then announced that a
former member, Jack Henderson, contacted him
and sent a photo album from our original club, The
Flying Fools, for us to have and look through. He
placed it on the front table so that the members
could look through it after the meeting.

as pilot cards. Todd reminded everyone that the
Norton Creek STEM club will be having their
rocket contest at our field this Saturday, April 12,
starting at 1:00 pm. This is a community relations
type activity and event, so our indulgence with the
field being off limits for a few hours is appreciated.
He also mentioned that the 5 th annual Cub Scout
Todd Culbertson
Rocket Fest is scheduled for the morning of June 6,
followed by the Kids Fly event that afternoon.
Todd appealed to everyone to bring their trainers and help out with the
Kids Fly. He also thanked all those who participated in this event over
the past few years. Todd then made special note of thanks for Jeremy
Dale and Hobbytown in St. Charles for donating a huge pile of raffle
prizes for the Rocket Fest and Kids Fly last year.

Tony Bahowick

Alvin Cole next announced that Norm Johnson called
him last week and said that he had three trainer
airplanes that he will donate to the club, along with
$100.00 and fuel to get everything in good shape for the
Kids Fly. Norm is moving to Florida, and wants to make
sure these planes are put to good use by the club. Thank
You, Norm.
Flypaper Editor Jason Boettcher announced that the Flypaper is doing
great, and asked that we keep the pictures and articles coming. The
crowd acknowledged Jason’s efforts with a round of applause.
Government Relations Chairman Todd Culbertson (rocket man)
announced that he brought newly printed flyers for the Windy City
Warbird & Classics event. He brought pilot and spectator flyers as well
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Alvin Cole

Windy City Warbirds & Classics – John Fischer next
thanked Todd Culbertson for printing all of the flyers and cards for the
WCWC event, as well as Tom Flint and Dale Gathman for creating the
artwork. John requested that all members who plan to fly at the event
pre-register on the RC Flightdeck website. We currently have 35 pilots
registered and that includes Paul LeTourneau who plans to attend.
John said that he and a few members plan to leave about 4:30 tomorrow

6

morning to go to the Toledo show, where he plans on working at the
Warbird and Classics Alliance booth.
The group will hand out flyers and cards and talk
to pilots about attending our event. John said that
he will work with Tom Flint (his marketing guy)
to appeal to the public through the news media
(newspaper and radio). The
goal is to get as many spectators
to attend as possible. Alvin Cole
John Fischer
asked who at the meeting knows
ten people. He then suggested
that all the club members invite at least ten people that
they know to the event. Dave Cotton suggested that
members purchase ten tickets to the event, and then
Dave Cotton
give those tickets to ten people that they know so that
the invited guests do not have to pay the
entrance fee. Alvin followed by saying that we
as club members need to be the biggest
supporters and advertisers of our WCWC event.
John announced that we are currently working
on the WCWC t-shirts for this year, and they
will have two P-51 Mustangs on the back, with a
BF109 Messerschmitt going down. It will have
Tom Siwek
our WCWC logo on the front. The 2015 t-shirts
will sell for $20.00. Last year’s t-shirts are available for $5.00 to anyone
who wants one or more.

Citabria. Following that in the late 1960s, the Citabria evolved into the
Decathlon. The planes started out being made by Aeronca, who went out
of business and production was taken over by the Bellanca Company,

Show and Tell – Tom Siwek showed his Great Planes giant scale
Citabria. It has an 85” wingspan, and weighs around 13-14 lbs. He
powered it with a DLE 30 engine with a Pitts muffler. The servos control
the ailerons, flaps, rudder and dual elevators. Tom said that a nice
feature of this plane is that the windscreen is held on by magnets,
helping him keep an eye on things like connections and fuel level when
re-fueling. It has a two piece wing with aluminum wing tube. The flying
wires on the back are completely non-functional, just decorative to
maintain scale appearance. Tom still has to install seat backs, pilot busts
and decals before he considers it finished. Tom explained that the
Citabria design started back in the late 1940s with the Aeronca Champ,
which was a derivation of the Piper Cub but had some improved flying
properties. Then in the early 1960s, the Champ evolved into the
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and then taken over by American Champion who still makes the Citabria
and Champion models today.
Dave Cotton showed a plane he acquired for only $40.00. It is an ARF,
which in the box is called a Piper Cub. Dave said that it took less time to
put together than Sal, John and Dave spent on their P-51s last weekend.

his Mini Crack Yak. It has a 39” wingspan which also is airfoil shaped
instead of flat. He hasn’t flown it
yet. Jason Boettcher said that

they are awesome planes and fly great. Rich said that his wife ‘bought’ it
for him for Christmas (actually he bought it and she gave it to him).
Rich then said that he knows our flagpoles took a hit last year, and he
donated a couple of flags for the new flagpoles when we install them.

Rich Erickson stated that his wife just texted him that Crystal Lake has a
tornado
siren going
off, so he is
in a lot of
trouble for
being here.
He then
showed his
new
Twisted
Hobbies
Edge 540,
the big
brother to
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Thank you, Rich.
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Hearing no further business, President Alvin Cole
asked for a motion to adjourn. Tom Spriet moved
to adjourn. Dave Cotton seconded. Motion
passed unanimously. The meeting was adjourned
at 8:07 pm.
Respectfully Submitted
Dale Gathman – Secretary FVAC

than perfect, I stalled the jet after bouncing off the runway and ground
off some of the nose. I discovered something interesting when repairing
the nose. Always test your airframe material for compatibility with the
paint you choose to use.

Dale Gathman

FROM THE EDITOR
Jason Boettcher
newsletter@foxvalleyaero.com

This month we have a couple articles submitted by club members which
is always a great thing. Paul Jacobs brings us up to date on his DC-3
build, complete with pictures. Steve Gawlik shares how his B-17 build is
going. Wow, what an impressive build! Dennis McFarlane wrote up an
article on an oldie but goodie that he brought back to life from the 70’s.
.Be sure to out these articles. Joe Pedone also Maidened a B-25.
Next month we will cover the Batavia Loyalty Day Parade, and in July we
will cover June events.
Well, so far this season I have managed to get two flights in at our field.
The plane was my Habu 2, because the flights are short and it is a
convenient plane to load/unload and set up. The 2nd landing was less
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What promised to be a successful project turned into a failure.
Experience is what you get when you don’t get what you want!
On the bright side, I was able to swap out a gas fuel tank and fuel lines on
a different bird with success. Most R/C projects go well, but when
something goes wrong and a lesson is learned it seems like the best thing
to do is talk about it so the next guy does not make the same mistake.
About the Cover
Steve Gawlik’s semi-scratch built B-17 is taking shape.
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Field Work Day 2015
Photos By Dale Gathman

Dale Gathman photo
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Finally Flying After 40 Years
By Dennis McFarlane

It took a little time, but it was worth the wait.
The story begins more than several years ago. This was pre-recession,
Al's Hobby Shop (along with the entire hobby industry) was going
gangbusters, and it was decided to jump on the latest (at the time) sales
bandwagon. A space was needed for Internet packaging and shipping, so
we had to clean the store's basement.
During the process Cindy stumbled over Al's personal airplane. Although
the motor had never been started, let alone the airplane flown, it had
been constantly bumped, banged around, and was suffering from some
serious hanger-rash. I was told to take it home so it wouldn't get
damaged any further. Doing what I was told - we all know the key words

to a successful marriage: yes dear, no dear, whatever you say dear - the
airplane was shoved on top of the basement's support beam between
two floor joists. It wasn't my airplane, and I really had no interest in it, so
it was tucked away in a place where no further damage would occur.
Fast forward what must be about 10 years. The swap meet season was
winding down, and Cindy was looking to see if there was anything else
that needed to be cleared out of the shop. Looking up she spotted her
father's old airplane and told me, "Do not bring it home." I have to admit,
I didn't even wipe the dust off the airframe. The motor was locked solid,
the servos were antique Futaba S31 three pin units, and the receiver was
so old I didn't recognize the model number. But, once again doing what I
was told, I put a ridiculously low price on the thing. No takers; Bob
(Boen) even dusted the airplane off hoping that would draw some
interest. There was none, yet I wasn't about to throw it in the dumpster
either.
Back in the dungeon, it was time to take a real look at the airplane. The
fuse is all balsa and reminiscent of the style of construction typical of the
mid 1970s, hence saying it is 40 years old, although, the exact date of
construction is impossible to determine. The frozen O.S. was filled with
Tri-flow oil, and allowed to soak. Four old, but appropriate, Futaba 148
standard servos were found in the spares bin and a receiver was pulled
off the shelf. This was a project that was going in the air.
Each day the prop shaft on the old O.S. was wiggled a little until the
motor could be spun an entire revolution. The servos, receiver and
battery pack were replaced, and about a week after the refurbishment
was begun, it was time to head to the flying field.

Dennis McFarlane photo
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It took a little time, but once the O.S. was running this orange goopy stuff
began to blow out of the muffler. I couldn't get much of an idle at first, so
when the sky was empty, the airplane was placed on the taxiway and let
go. A quick right turn onto the runway, "taking off" was belted, and away
it went. I had three successful flights that day, but a loose motor mount
screw presented itself, so it was decided to take the airplane home and
give it another thorough once-over before it was flown again.
15

Problem solved. The engine now fires on the first bump of the starter,
and it runs like a champ. And with the motor running properly, this thing
screams. Back in the day, the writing on an O.S. crankcase could be
interpreted. In this case .40SR stands for a .40ci displacement, with
Schnuerle scavenged porting and a Ringed piston. In the 70s this was a
racing engine, and was used in pylon and ducted fan applications. I
haven't even leaned it to the peak, yet it turns an ear-splitting 13,000+
rpm on 15% and an APC 9X7 propeller.

Dennis McFarlane photo

Replacing the loose motor mount
screw meant pulling the fuel tank so a
blind nut could be secured to the
firewall. When this was done a
completely rotten rubber stopper was
noticed. No wonder the top end was
hard to bring in, and since there was no
way to get constant pressure to the
tank, the motor wouldn't idle. For those
new to the hobby it is recommended
that a fuel tank be re-plumbed every season. I suppose that even though
this engine had never been started, and the airplane flown, more than a
little dry-rot took place. Since stoppers are cheap and easy to replace it
only took minutes to fix. New fuel lines were added, and the
aforementioned blind nut and motor mount screw were, of course,
replaced.
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I wasn't certain about the model, so a photo was posted on Facebook. A
good friend, longtime modeler, and even an AMA Hall of Fame member,
Walt Throne, said the fuse came off a deBolt Cruiser, so I can't argue.
Harold "Pappy" deBolt was a prolific designer during the early years of
radio control, with something like 45 or 50 published, and in many
cases, kitted models. (My first R/C airplane was a deBolt Jenny, sort of an
ugly stick, but with tons of dihedral). The wing is a 45 inch generic,
constant cord, balsa sheeted, foam core, and the vertical tail is without a
doubt Kaos. Cindy remembers her dad building the airplane in the store,
and agrees it was most likely put together from a conglomeration of kits,
all missing parts, but unfortunately she can't add anything else. The
finish is remarkable. Glass cloth and resin, with K&B Superpoxy for color
and a clear topcoat. The wheels are very desirable Kraft-Hayes units, but
they are a little small. Still, for now at least, there is no-way they are
being replaced. It's a shame there is so much hanger rash, as the airplane
definitely has the look of something assembled for the sportsman's class
at a show like Toledo.
I can't deny I forgot how messy glow can be, but what a ball. This thing
fly's like it's on rails. With the SR up front it screams through the air like
a pylon racer, and that's at half throttle. Landings are hot, the airplane is
clean, weighs in at six pounds, and with a porcelain smooth finish, it does
not slow down. That said, landing this thing is good practice for the
"heavy metal" (warbird) season that is quickly approaching.
If you come across one of these old airplanes don't use it for kindling. It
took a little work, and some long outdated equipment had to be replaced
16

with something much more modern. The old saying goes they don't build
'em like they used to, and in this case it holds very true. And like I said,
this thing is an absolute riot to fly.

Dennis McFarlane
Early 70’s deBolt Cruiser
From the rafters of Al’s Hobby Shop
Foam wing, sheeted and glassed, cloth and resin, with
K&B Superpoxy for color and a clear topcoat

Dennis McFarlane photo

Let's face it, forty years is a longtime to hold onto an
airplane before its maiden flight, but, at least in this
case, it was well worth the wait. DM ✈

Editor Photo
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Membership Build: B-17
By Steve Gawlik

Since everyone asks me about the B-17 I thought I would send a few shots for the newsletter. Engines are mounted and servos are in. Control
surfaces are covered and retracts are mounted. The fuselage is primed as are the outboard wing sections. I primed the wing today. Currently
the all up weight is 40lbs without paint or batteries.
I am working toward having it done for our Warbird fly in . ✈
Some more details from an interview with Steve:
This model is semi-scratch built from Don Smith plans and America Kit Cutters cut the balsa for Steve and Armin Weber about 10 years ago. They
purchased all 8 engines together from Tower Hobbies at that time. Steve’s model is all primed and sanded, but needs one more coat of primer and
sanding. Construction is all 3/4 oz. fiberglass cloth over balsa using 2 hour cure Z-poxy finishing resin. Landing gear is by Robart. Steve has logged
approximately 300 build hours so far and next the radio gear will be installed. He is not sure on the color scheme yet. It is now 45 pounds and
plumbing is roughed out and ready to install. –Your Editor

Steve Gawlik photo
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Steve Gawlik photo
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Steve Gawlik photo
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New! We now have Power at the
Fence to Charge Planes.
By Jason Boettcher

On Saturday, April 11 four duplex outlets were installed
along our fence line. Mark Knoppkie organized the labor,
we had Greg Bohler lead the project. Greg arrived with a
vehicle full of tools along with the materials required for the
project. He used a gasoline powered circular saw to quickly
cut away the walking paths so we could bury the power
cables.
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We could not have asked for a better day for
this project. We had great weather, and the
earth was damp due to all the rain which
made for excellent digging conditions.

Editor photo

Editor photo

Mark Knoppkie photo
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Jim Clousing, Mark
Knoppkie, and Jason
Boettcher dug while
Greg performed
electrical work. We
‘shamed’ a couple
members who were
walking by to do some
work, including Orin
Trademan. After a
few minutes we let
them off the hook
because we were just
kidding.

Editor photo

Editor photo
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Editor photo

Greg kept the juice bar open throughout the
project, which was used by a couple members who
flew that morning.
Our field has 60 amp service, which is only 40
amps less than many homes! Conduit was bent,
outlets mounted, wire was buried and pulled
through the conduits that run from the outlet
boxes into the earth. Finally, Greg terminated all
the wires at the outlets and feeder junction box.

Editor photo

Hopefully we will get plenty of use out of these
new outlets, and this will keep the larger planes
out of the pavilion while being charged. ✈
FVAC Flypaper – May 2015
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FVAC Norton Creek STEM Rocket Challenge

Dale Gathman photo

Dale Gathman photo
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Dale Gathman photo
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Dale Gathman photo
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Dale Gathman photo
Dale Gathman
photos
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SHOTS from
the Field
sfdas
We are lucky to have members like Steve Baker who you
see in this picture rolling our field in preparation for our
flying season. He volunteers hours and hours of work to the
club and was the primary contact for our field construction
in 2004. Thanks, Steve. – Paul Jacobs

Paul Jacobs’ Submission
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Editor photo
Karl Griesbaum rolls our parking area on April Saturday,
April 11.
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Dennis McFarlane
Early 70’s Plane from
The rafters of Al’s Hobby
Shop
Foam wingSheeted

Dennis smalley
Dirty bird
OS 65

and glassed

Editor Photo
Editor Photo

Orin Trademan
Extreme Clight Extra 300
58"

Andy quick
Great planes pt40
10 years to get her in the air

Editor Photo
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Armin Weber
Pt 19 with new
YS 120

Rey Ortiz
EFlite Pacer

Dale Gathman photo
Editor Photo

Dan Compton
and Dale Gathman

xx

Were among those at the STEM rocket launch.

Dale Gathman photo
Dennis McFarlane photo
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Editor photo

Andy quick
Great planes pt40

Dale Gathman photo

Joe Pedone
B-25

Dale Gathman photo
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SHOTS in the Air
Jason Boettcher
Habu 2
Joe Pedone
B-25

Dennis McFarlane photo
Dale Gathman photo

Joe Pedone
B-25

Dale Gathman photo
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Jason Boettcher
Horizon Hobby
Habu 2

Dennis McFarlane photo
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Dennis McFarlane
Flyzone L-39
Dave Murray was flying the model
Wednesday, April 29

Dennis McFarlane photo
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Vic Miller
Sig Spacewalker
Wednesday, April 29

Dennis McFarlane photo
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Bob Boen
Pilot Yak
Wednesday, April 29

Dennis McFarlane photo
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ShoT OF THE MONTH

Dale Gathman photo
Joe Pedone's B-25 Maiden. "He greased the landing, right down the middle."
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Fox Valley

W
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W
C
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ity
arbirds
&
lassics

Aero Club

June 25th - June 27th, 2015
9 am to 5pm

Please Join us for the Fox Valley Aero Club’s 2nd Annual

Windy City Warbirds and Classics R/C Air Show
• $5.00 Adults - Kids 12 and Under FREE
• Food Vendors Onsite, Lots of
Restaurants and Shopping Nearby
• Incredible RC Aircraft, Wingspans 80” and
Larger - Warbirds and Classics

• Skilled and Safe Pilots, with as Many as 6
Planes Flying at Once
• Exhibition Flights with Special Aircraft and
Noon Time Shows - Bring a Lawnchair
• Good Family Fun - KIDS GET IN FREE

Fox Valley Aero Club - St. Charles IL, 3821 Karl Madsen Drive
www.foxvalleyaero.com

W
C
W
C

indy
ity
arbirds
&
lassics

2nd Annual Event
June 25 - 27 2015
th

th

Fox Valley Aero Club in St Charles IL
Go to www.foxvalleyaero.com for information
St. Charles IL, 3821 Karl Madsen Drive

Club Features:

Event Features:

• 800’ x 50’ Exceptionally Maintained Paved Runway
• Well Groomed Parallel Grass Runway
• Guarded Storage Tent - RV Parking Friendly
• Minutes to Hotels, Shopping, and Restaurants
• 9 Station “Juice Bar” Charging Station
• Porta Pottys, Picnic Tables, Chairs, Shelter
• Proud Members of the Warbird & Classics Alliance

• 2nd Annual Event, Successful Inaugural Event 2014
• Show Thursday thru Saturday 9-5pm - Sunday Open
• Outdoor PA - Vintage and Show Music - Good MC
• Very Safe & Organized Air Boss and Flight Line Crew
• Delicious Dinner & Great Pilot Camaraderie
• Notable “ Best-Of “ Awards & Pilot Recognition
• Very Well Advertised and Promoted in Chicagoland

2015 Fox Valley Aero Club
Calendar of Events
January 1
January 8

Fun-Fly — Frozen Fingers
FVAC Member Meeting

10:00 AM FVAC Field
7:30 Regular at Township Hall

February 12
February 21

FVAC Member Meeting
FVAC Annual Swap Meet

6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall
9:00-2:00 Kane County Fair Grounds

March 12

FVAC Member Meeting

6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall

April 9
April 11
April 12
April 18

FVAC Member Meeting
Norton Creek STEM Rocket Contest
Alternate Norton Creek STEM Rockets
Field Work Day

6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall
1:00-7:00 FVAC Field
1:00-7:00 FVAC Field
FVAC Field

May 3
May 14
May 23
May 25

Batavia Loyalty Day Parade
FVAC Member Meeting
Fun-Fly - Two Minute Flight
St. Charles Memorial Day Parade

Time TBD, Parade Begins at 1:30
6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall
1:00-3:00 FVAC Field
Time TBD

June 6
June 7
June 11
June 25-27
June 28

Rocket Fest & Kids Fly
Pig Roast & Fun-Fly
FVAC Member Meeting
2015 Windy City Warbirds & Classics
Open Fun-Fly for any AMA member

FVAC Field
FVAC Field
6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at FVAC Field
FVAC Field
FVAC Field

July 9

FVAC Member Meeting

6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at FVAC Field

August 1
August 13

Fun-Fly - Timed Loops 5 Inside, 3 Outside
Cub Fly and FVAC Member Meeting

August 22

Festival of Flight

1:00-3:00 FVAC Field
Cub Fly 2:00; Meetings- 6:30 Board,
7:30 Regular at FVAC Field
FVAC Field

September 10 FVAC Member Meeting

6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall

October 8
October 18

FVAC Member Meeting
Turkey Fry & Fun-Fly - Limbo

6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall
FVAC Field

November 12

FVAC Member Meeting

6:30 Board, 7:30 Regular at Township Hall

December 4
December 10

Annual Christmas Party
Rookies Christmas Party

6:00 Hilton Garden Inn-St. Charles
Rookies Sports Bar & Grill-St. Charles

